From My Island to Yours

Miles Davitt
I’ve been playing a lot of Animal Crossing since I got it last month.

When I visit someone’s island for a meteor shower, or to fish, or to sell turnips, I’ll generally leave a drawing behind on their noticeboard. Here are some of these drawings.

Thanks to the members of the Wild Green Shrubs Animal Crossing Club on Facebook for being such a generous and helpful community.
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cheers!
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katie from Sylt
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Thanks!
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SpaceQueso from Tortuga
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Thanks!
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Jessica from Wystalia
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Katie from Paragon
Bastet from Laugh Tale
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Thanks!
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Joshiie from Salty Sap
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Thanks!
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korn-bean from lil baby

WEDDING CAKE ISLAND
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Thanks!
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Mama from GAMEHENDGE
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Thanks for having me!
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Sally from Seral
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Visenya from Dracarys
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